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Abstract
In this paper we analyze the asymptotic properties of the popular distribution tail
index estimator by B. Hill (1975) for dependent, heterogeneous processes. We de-
velop new extremal dependence measures that characterize a massive array of linear,
nonlinear, and conditional volatility processes with long or short memory. We prove
the Hill-estimator is weakly and uniformly weakly consistent for processes with ex-
tremes that form mixingale sequences, and asymptotically normal for processes with
extremes that are Near Epoch Dependent on the mixing extremes of some arbitrary
process. The extremal persistence assumptions in this paper are known to hold for
mixing, Lp-NED and some non-Lp-NED processes, including ARFIMA, FIGARCH,
explosive GARCH, nonlinear ARMA-GARCH, and bilinear processes, and nonlinear
distributed lags like random coe¢ cient and regime switching autoregressions.
Finally, we deliver a simple nonparametric estimator of the asymptotic variance
of the Hill-estimator, and prove consistency for processes with NED extremes.
1. INTRODUCTION This paper develops an asymptotic theory for the popular
distribution tail index estimator due to B. Hill (1975) under general conditions. Many time
series in nance, macroeconomics and meteorology exhibit extreme values that appear to
cluster (Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzén 1983, Embrechts, Klüppelberg, and Mikosch
1997). In order to deliver a Gaussian limit theory that is robust to the nature of persistence
and heterogeneity in extremes, we introduce new extremal dependence measures and
develop an associated weak and uniform limit theory for dependent, heterogeneous tail
arrays.
Denote by fXtg = fXt :  1 < t < 1g a stochastic process on some probability
measure space, write Ft(x) := P (Xt  x) and assume Ft has support on [0;1). Assume
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where  > 0 denotes the index of regular variation. Equivalently,
(2) Ft(x) = x L(x); x > 0; where L(x) is slowly varying.
The distribution class (2) includes the domain of attraction of the stable laws, coincides
with the maximum domain of attraction of the extreme value distributions expf x g,
and characterizes the tails of many stochastic recurrence equations, including GARCH
processes. See Bingham et al (1987), Resnick (1987), and Basrak et al (2002).
Let X(i) > 0 denote the ith order statistic of a sample path fXtgnt=1 with sample size
n  1, X(1)  X(2)      X(n), and let fmng be an intermediate order sequence: 1 























where (z)+ := maxfz; 0g. The so-called Hill-estimator has been used pervasively in the
applied nance, economics, statistics and telecommunications literatures. Consider Ak-
giray and Booth (1988), Cheng and Rachev (1995), Quintos et al (2001), Resnick and
Rootzén (2000), Chan et al (2007), and Hill (2008a), to name a few. For alternative
estimation techniques consult Pickands (1975), Smith (1987), Rootzén et al (1990), Smith
and Weissman (1994), Drees et al (2004), Csörgö and Viharos (1995), Beirlant et al (2005)
and Iglesias and Linton (2008).
We are interested in the asymptotic properties of ̂ 1mn under minimal, but veriable,
conditions. Asymptotic normality has been established for iid, strong mixing and l-
dependent approximable sequences including GARCH(1,1) processes; and consistency was
shown for l-dependent approximable sequences, innite order moving averages, bilinear,
ARCH(1), and stochastic recurrence equations (e.g. GARCH). See Mason (1982), Hall
(1982), Davis and Resnick (1984), Hall and Welsh (1984), Haeusler and Teugels (1985),
Rootzén et al (1990), Hsing (1991, 1993), Resnick and St¼aric¼a (1995, 1998), de Haan and
Resnick (1998) and Quintos et al (2001).
Hsing (1991) develops an asymptotic theory under remarkably general conditions and
proves asymptotic normality for strong mixing processes. Su¢ cient conditions include
restrictions on tail decay (2) and the existence of probability and distribution limits for
nonlinear tail arrays based on fXtg. See Section 2. It is not obvious if such limit theory
holds beyond the strong mixing case and fmng is intimately tied to tail decay.
Mixing properties are convenient because functions of mixing random variables are
mixing, and a well-established limit theory exists (e.g. Ibragimov and Linnik 1971).
Nevertheless, it is typically di¢ cult to verify a mixing condition, and many time series
are not mixing, or are mixing only under harsh conditions. Innite order distributed
lags, for example, need not be mixing due to density smoothness requirements, including
ARFIMA, nonlinear ARMA-GARCH and some long memory processes. See Gorodetskii
(1977), Andrews (1984), Guegan and Ladoucette (2001), Carrasco and Chen (2002) and
Wu (2005).
The Near Epoch Dependence property (Ibragimov 1962, Ibragimov and Linnik 1971,
Gallant and White 1988), however, has substantial practical advantages because it only
requires computation of a conditional expectation, it is typically easy to verify, it carries
over to a large class of functions of NED random variables, and powerful central limit the-
ory is available (Davidson 1992, de Jong 1997). NED characterizes any mixing process,
innite order distributed lags of a mixing process, and many non-mixing processes since
density smoothness is irrelevant (Davidson 1994, 2004). McLeishs (1975) broader mixin-
gale concept is advantageous for theoretical reasons: processes that are NED on a mixing
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process form mixingale sequences which satisfy useful inequalities and laws of large num-
bers; and mixingales decompose to martingale di¤erences for which central limit theory is
available. A related conditional moment-based concept, Lp-Weak Dependence, and asso-
ciated central limit theory are treated in Wu (2005) and Wu and Min (2005). Near Epoch
Dependence and Lp-Weak Dependence appear to cover many of the same processes where
neither seems to dominate the other.
In a purely extreme value theoretic environment, however, the analyst may not want
to commit to superuous assumptions involving non-extremes. Leadbetter (1974) and
Leadbetter et al (1983) provide some relief with a so-called D-mixing property for serial
extremes, but the property does not necessarily carry over to arbitrary functions of D-
mixing random variables. See Section 2.
Further, there are no details in the literature on how to characterize the asymptotic
variance of ̂ 1mn in general, without specifying a parametric model, or exploiting indepen-
dence or a mixing property (e.g. Hall 1982, Hsing 1991).
In Section 2 we control for memory and heterogeneity in extremes by introducing
extremal versions of mixingale and Near Epoch Dependence properties. By exploiting
primitive results in Hsing (1991), we prove in Section 3 ̂ 1mn and the intermediate order
statistic X(mn+1) are weakly and uniformly weakly consistent by assuming extremes of
fXtg form mixingale arrays and delivering new uniform laws for tail arrays. See Hall
and Welsh (1985) for uniform consistency of the Hill-estimator for iid data, and Smith
(1982) for uniform convergence of sample maxima of iid data. We then prove ̂ 1mn is
asymptotically normal when fXtg has extremes that are Near Epoch Dependent on a
mixing functional of some arbitrary process ftg.
The generality a¤orded by an extremal version of NED is important if we wish to ana-
lyze Xt itself, rather than a pre-ltered series based on a possibly mis-specied model, or a
lter that erodes information reecting tail shape1 . The property characterizes a massive
array of stochastic processes, including any geometrically mixing process (e.g. nonlinear
GARCH with su¢ ciently smoothly distributed errors), both Lp-NED (e.g. ARFIMA,
stationary GARCH) and non-Lp-NED (e.g. Explosive GARCH) processes where underly-
ing errors are only required to be Lp-bounded, as well as bilinear processes, and random
coe¢ cient and regime switching autoregressions.
Finally, in Section 4 we develop a nonparametric kernel estimator of the asymptotic
variance of ̂ 1mn and prove consistency for processes with NED extremes. As far as we
know this is the rst of its kind in the extreme value theory literature. An underlying
structure that may a¤ect the parametric form of the limiting variance need not be specied
(e.g. ARFIMA, GARCH, regime switching). Nevertheless, the asymptotic variance in
the iid case,  2, may hold for non-identically distributed weakly orthogonal processes,
including stochastic volatility (Hill 2008b)2 .
In related work Quintos et al (2001) also work with results due to Hsing (1991).
They deliver a functional Gaussian limit for ̂ 1mn for GARCH(1,1) processes by extending
Hsings (1991: Corollary 3.3) proof of asymptotic normality for tail mixing data. See
Section 2.2, below, for a denition of tail mixing. Quintos et al (2001) use the theory
to deliver a unique structural break test with respect to the tail index. Although their
approach undoubtedly extends to other processes by case, their arguments closely exploit
GARCH model dynamics, and rely on a case-dependent semiparametric construction of
the asymptotic variance (cf. Hsing 1991). By comparison we do not require stationarity in
1GARCH processes, for example, are known to have regularly varying tails (Basrak et al 2002). The
scaled residuals f̂t=̂tg of GARCH Xt = tt; however, may have subtantially thinner tails than the
original series itself, and need not have regularly varying tails (e.g. t
iid N(0; 1)). See Iglesias and Linton
(2008) for a novel, direct approach for estimating the index of GARCH processes.
2 I would like to thank Oliver Linton for pointing out this issue.
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general, and our results cover GARCH, IGARCH, Explosive GARCH, Nonlinear GARCH
(e.g. Quadratic GARCH), and much more. Similarly, we do require any information
on the asymptotic variance other than existence in order to deliver the consistent kernel
estimator. See, also, Hill (2009) for functional limit theory for D-valued, dependent
heterogeneous tail arrays of the same broad class of processes covered here.
Appendix A contains proofs of the main results, Appendix B contains preliminary
results, Appendix C contains auxiliary results for the mixing property developed in Section
2.2, and Appendix D compiles variable denitions for quick reference.
We employ the following notation conventions:
p! denotes convergence in probability,
a:s:! a:s: almost sure convergence, and =) convergence in distribution. [x] denotes the
integer part of x. K > 0 denotes an arbitrary nite constant whose value may change
from line to line, and  > 0 is an arbitrarily tiny constant whose value may change. xn 
yn implies xn=yn ! 1.
2. EXTREMAL DEPENDENCE Assume Ft(x)= Ft(x ) ! 1 uniformly in t 2
Z such that there exists a sequence of positive real numbers fbmngn1 satisfying (e.g.




P (Xt > bmn)! 1:
We implicity assume fmn; bmng satisfy (3) for all t. Intuitively bmn estimates the interme-
diate order statistic X(mn+1) since P (Xt > bmn)  mn=n and 1=n
Pn
t=1 I(Xt > X(mn+1))
 mn=n by construction.
Hsing (1991: Theorems 2.2, 2.4) proves under a mild second order constraint on tail
decay (2) that asymptotics concerning ̂ 1mn are grounded on triangular tail arrays based
on tail exceedances and events:
(ln (Xt=bmn))+ ; I (Xt > bmne
u) : 1  t  n
	
n1 :
Hsing (1991: Theorem 3.3) then imposes a mixing property on f(ln(Xt=bmn))+; I(Xt
> bmne
u)g to prove ̂ 1mn is asymptotically normal. We impose new tail dependence
properties on fI(Xt > bmneu)g which cover, and substantially generalize, Hsings mixing
condition.
2.1 Extremal-Mixingale and Extremal-NED
Let f=n;tg = f=n;t : 1  t  ngn1 be an increasing triangular array of -elds induced
by some arbitrary, possibly vector-valued stochastic array fEn;tg = fEn;t : 1  t  ngn1:
=n;t :=  (En; : 1    t) :
Since the objects of interest f(ln(Xt=bmn))+; I(Xt > bmneu)g are tail arrays dependent
on the sample size, we restrict information to sample time periods t 2 f1; :::; ng. By
convention =tn;s = f?;g if t  0 or s > n, hence =tn;s = =tn;1 = =tn; 1 if s  0, =tn;s =
=nn;s = =+1n;s if t  n, and =n;s  =n;t 81  s < t  n.
Consider two extremal dependence properties for fXtg that characterize how well
information induced from fEn;tg can be used to predict extreme values of fXt : 1  t 
ng as n ! 1. Throughout fqng denotes an arbitrary sequence of integer displacements
satisfying 1  qn < n, and qn ! 1.
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Lp-E-MIXL fXt;=n;tg forms an Lp-Extremal Mixingale array, p > 0, with size  > 0
if
k P (Xt > bmneu)  P (Xt > bmneuj=n;t qn)kp  en;t(u) 'qn
kI (Xt > bmneu)  P (Xt > bmneuj=n;t+qn)kp  en;t(u) 'qn+1;
where en;t : R+ ! R+ is Lebesgue measurable, sup1tn supu0 en;t(u) = O((mn=n)1=p),
and 'qn = o(q
 
n ).
Lp-E-NED fXtg is Lp-Extremal NED on f=n;tg, p > 0, with size  > 0 ifI (Xt > bmneu)  P  Xt > bmneuj=t+qnn;t qnp  fn;t(u)  qn ;
where fn;t : R+! R+ is Lebesgue measurable, sup1tn supu0 fn;t(u) = O((mn=n)1=p),
and  qn = o(q
 
n ).
Remark 1: In the spirit of conventional mixingale and NED denitions the "con-
stants" en;t(u) and fn;t(u) permit time dependence in the Lp-norm, and allow the "coef-




'qn ;  qn
	
2 [0; 1):
We say fXtg is geometrically Lp-E-NED if  qn = o(
qn) for some  2 (0; 1), in which case
size  > 0 is arbitrary.
Remark 2: Lp-E-NED and Lp-E-MIXL are simply NED and mixingale properties
assigned to fI(Xt > bmneu)g, with adjustments to scale since I(Xt > bmneu) is asymp-
totically degenerate. For example, after multiplying out terms and invoking the law of



















and since (n=mn)P (Xt > bmne






















e u su¢ ciently fast. Thus, fn;t(u) = O((mn=n)1=2) ensures the norm does not collapse
to zero simply due to degeneracy associated with the tail fractile (or "bandwidth") mn
! 1 and mn = o(n), as opposed to (near epoch) dependence.
Remark 3: We exploit a displacement sequence fqng rather than xed q due to
the degenerate nature of I(Xt > bmne
u). Unless Xt is l-dependent for nite l or the base
En;t is independent, in general qn !1 must be satised to be able to discern degeneracy
from the ability to use fEn;gt+qnt qn to predict I(Xt > bmne
u). See comments following
the proof of Lemma 3 in Appendix A. Displacement sequences have been exploited by
Leadbetter (1974), Leadbetter et al (1983) and Hsing (1991, 1993) and Davis and Hsing
(1995) for tail mixing properties, and de Jong (1997) for mixingale arguments associated
with Bernstein block arrays. See, e.g., Ibragimov and Linnik (1971), McLeish (1975) and
Gallant and White (1988) for traditional usage of xed q.
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Remark 4: If =n;t is adapted to Xt or simply I(Xt > bmneu) then E-NED is trivial:
I(Xt > bmne
u)   P (Xt > bmneuj=
t+qn
n;t qn) = I(Xt > bmne
u)   I(Xt > bmneu) = 0, hence
size is arbitrary.
Remark 5: A process fXtg is Lp-E-NED with size  if and only if it is Ls-E-NED
with size p=maxfp; sg for any s R p since jI(Xt > bmneu)   P (Xt > bmneuj=t+qnn;t qn)j
 1 a:s. See Hill (2008c). But this suggests p is irrelevant since Lp-E-NED is equivalent
to Ls-E-NED. It is nevertheless convenient to assume fXtg is L2-E-NED to ensure both
exceedance and event processes f(ln(Xt=bmn))+; I(Xt > bmneu)g have the same memory
property since the two form the stochastic basis of ̂ 1mn .
2.2 Functional-Mixing
In the E-MIXL and E-NED denitions the -elds f=n;tg are induced by some tri-
angular array fEn;tg. We restrict persistence in En;t by imposing a mixing condition.
Assume fEn;tg is a possibly vector-valued functional of some process ftg with -eld
Gt = ( :   t) and Gts = ( : s    t) where =n;t  Gt:
Let En;t = 0 for t =2 f1; ::; ng, and the remaining En;t may, for example, be some lag
or lags of t, or of the extreme event I(t > an;t), peak over threshold (t   an;t)+, or
extreme value tI(t > an;t) each for some triangular array fan;tg of constants, an;t !
1 as n ! 1. Because non-sample E0n;ts are constants the associated -elds are trivial:
=tn;s = f?;g if t  0 or s > n.
The generality behind En;t is not vacuous since t may be the innovations in a para-
metric model like strong-GARCH, or simply t = Xt. In the former case t is iid so any
functional En;t of t is trivially mixing. In the latter case since under mild conditions ̂
 1
mn
is grounded on f(ln(Xt=bmn))+; I(Xt > bmneu)g we may assume En;t = I(t > bmneu)
and impose a mixing condition on En;t as in Hsing (1991).
Now dene mixing coe¢ cients, where fqng again denotes a sequence of integer dis-












jP (BjA)  P (B)j :
F-Mixing If (n=mn)qn"n;qn ! 0 as n ! 1 we say ftg is Functional-Strong Mixing
with size  > 0. If (n=mn)qn$qn ! 0 as n!1 we say ftg is Functional-Uniform
Mixing with size  > 0.
Remark 1: F-mixing on ftg is simply mixing assigned to the triangular array
fEn;tg. There are, therefore, many variations on this concept. If, for example, t = Xt,
En;t = I(t > bmne
u) and (n=mn)qn"n;qn ! 0, we might say ftg is extremal-strong mixing
since tail events mix asymptotically.
Remark 2: The coe¢ cients "n;qn and $n;qn intrinsically depend on sample size n
due to the triangular array nature of =n;t, similar to the E-MIXL and E-NED constants
en;t(u) and fn;t(u). Mixing conditions applied to triangular arrays have a range of appli-
cations in the dependence and limit theory literatures (e.g. Andrews 1985), in particular
for sample-size dependent extremal arrays (Leadbetter 1974, Leadbetter et al 1983).
Remark 3: The scale n=mn ! 1 is required in general since we use F -mixing
ftg as an E-NED base, and E-NED characterizes degenerate I(Xt > bmneu). Thus, qn
! 1 must also hold since, for example, (n=mn)q"n;q ! 1 is possible unless "n;q = 0
uniformly in n and q (e.g. En;t is independent). See especially the proof of Lemma 3. In
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general there is much room for interpretation since qn ! 1 is otherwise arbitrary. By
-eld dominance =n;t  Gt, for example, it is easy to show a strong mixing process ftg






(n=mn) qn"n;qn = 0
implies F-strong mixing of size 1. Lemma C.1 in Appendix C shows asymptotically innite
order lags of F-mixing random variables are F-mixing, and standard inequalities apply, a
la Ibragimov (1962) and Sering (1968).
Remark 4: By the construction of f=n;tg, note identically
"n;qn = sup
A2=tn;1;B2=nn;t+qn :1tn qn
jP (A \B)  P (A)P (B)j
are Hsings (1991: p. 1555) mixing coe¢ cients. Using our notation, Hsing (1991) only
considers the case t = Xt, En;t = [(ln(Xt=bmn))+; I(Xt > bmne
u)]0, qn = o(n) and
(n=qn)"n;qn ! 0 to prove ̂ 1mn is asymptotically normal. Since Hsings displacement qn
= o(n) is otherwise arbitrary, suppose qn = man for some a 2 (0; 1). Then (n=qn)"n;qn =
(n=mn)q
(1 a)=a
n "n;qn ! 0 implies F-strong mixing of size (1   a)=a 2 (0;1).
Remark 5: F-strong mixing is also a generalized, uniform version of Leadbetters
(1974) D-mixing concept, cf. Leadbetter et al (1983). For any triangular array ft : 1  t
 ngn1 and any sequence of integers 1  t1 <    < tp1 < s1 <    < sp2  n for which
s1   tp1 > qn ! 1 dene
qn :=
Ft1;:::;tp1 ; s1;:::;sp2 (an)  Ft1;:::;tp(an)Fs1;:::;tp2 (an) ;
where Ft1;:::;tp1 (an) := P (t1  an;t1 ; :::; tp1  an;tp1 ), fan;tg is some deterministic array
where an;t ! 1 as n ! 1, and p1 and p2 are arbitrary positive integers. Then ftg is
D-mixing if qn ! 0 as n ! 1. D-mixing implies joint independence of the events fi
 an;igti=1 and fi  an;igni=t+qn as n ! 1, and strong mixing implies D-mixing. If t
is F-strong mixing with respect to En;t = I(t  an;t) then t is necessarily D-mixing
since qn  "n;qn due to the sup-operator in "n;qn . In this case D-mixing is a weaker
condition, but D-mixing does not necessarily carry over to nite measurable functions of
D-mixing random variables, while asymptotically innite order lag functions of F-mixing
random variables are F-mixing. In this regard F-mixing has a superlative advantage that
we exploit in the proof of asymptotic normality of ̂ 1mn .
The following examples of F-mixing and E-NED processes are veried in Section 5.
EXAMPLE 1 (Finite Dependence): Let fytg be a one-sided l-dependent process
for nite l 2 N. Then Xt := jytj is trivially F-strong mixing with arbitrary size since
"n;qn = 0 8qn  l. If the E-NED base is simply Xt itself, and En;t = Xt for t = 1; :::; n
and 0 otherwise, then fXtg is L2-E-NED on f=n;tg where E-NED and F-mixing sizes are
arbitrary.
EXAMPLE 2 (Strong Mixing GARCH): Let yt = htut where ut is iid and h2t is
stationary, geometrically strong mixing and measurable with respect to (y :   t   1).
Examples include linear and nonlinear GARCH processes. See Carrasco and Chen (2002)
and Meitz and Saikkonen (2008) for su¢ cient conditions for geometric strong mixing in
GARCH processes. Dene Xt := jytj and let En;t = Xt for t 2 f1; :::; ng and 0 otherwise.
Then fXtg is geometrically F-strong mixing by Lemma C.1, and since f=n;tg is adapted
tofXtg the E-NED property is trivial: fXtg is geometrically L2-E-NED on f=n;tg where
E-NED and F-mixing sizes are arbitrary.
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EXAMPLE 3 (Hsings Mixing): Strong mixing is far stronger than actually re-
quired. Let En;t = I(Xt > bmne
u) for t 2 f1; :::; ng and 0 otherwise, and assume F-strong
mixing coe¢ cients "n;qn satisfy (n=qn)"n;qn ! 0, where qn = man for any q 2 (0; 1]. Then
fXtg satises Hsings (1991: p. 1555) mixing condition by Remark 4 of the F-mixing
denition. But =n;t is adapted to I(Xt > bmneu) and (n=mn)q
(1 a)=a
n "n;qn = (n=qn)"n;qn
! 0, hence fXtg is L2-E-NED on f=n;tg with arbitrary E-NED size and F-mixing size (1
  a)=a.
EXAMPLE 4 (Nonlinear Distributed Lag): Consider yt =
P1
i=0 t;it i where
jtj has tail (2) with index  > 1 and lim!1 L() = K. The innovations t are strictly
stationary, uniformly L -bounded and strong mixing with size r=(r   2), r > 2. The
coe¢ cients ft;ig are for each i measurable with respect to ( :   t   i), strong mixing
with size r=(r   2), and supt2Z jt;ij  jij = O(i ) with probability one for some 
> 1=minf1; p=2g. Examples include regime switching and random coe¢ cient autoregres-
sions, and ARFIMA processes each with GARCH innovations. Assume Xt := jytj, and
En;t = [t i]
[qn=2]
i=0 for t 2 f1; :::; ng and 0 otherwise. The lag structure of En;t ensures fXtg




u)   P (Xt > bmneuj=
t+qn
n;t qn)jj2 ! 0 for each 1  t  n as n ! 1.
EXAMPLE 5 (Explosive GARCH): Let yt = htt where t is iid and h2t =  +
y2t 1 + h
2
t 1,  > 0 and ;   0. Write Xt := jytj and let En;t = [t i]
[qn=2]
i=0 for t 2
f1; :::; ng and 0 otherwise. By independence ftg is trivially F-strong mixing with arbi-
trary size. If the GARCH process has a unit root, and in many cases an explosive root,
then fXtg is still geometrically L2-E-NED on f=n;tg with arbitrary E-NED and F-mixing
base sizes (Hill 2008c), although fXtg itself need not be mixing nor population Lp-NED
(Carrasco and Chen 2002, Davidson 2004).
3. MAIN RESULTS We require two sets of assumptions concerning tail depen-
dence and tail decay.
ASSUMPTION A
1. Let f=n;tg be an arbitrary array of -elds, and let fXt;=n;tg form an L2-E-
MIXL array with coe¢ cients 'qn of size 1=2 and constants en;t(u). In particular,
en;t(u) is integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on R+ and sup1tn s10 en;t(u)du
= O((mn=n)
1=2).
2. fXtg is L2-E-NED on f=n;tg with coe¢ cients  qn of size 1=2 and constants
fn;t(u). In particular, fn;t(u) is integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on R+
and sup1tn s10 fn;t(u)du = O((mn=n)1=2). The base ftg is F-uniform mixing
with size r=[2(r   1)], r  2, or F-strong mixing with size r=(r   2), r > 2.
Remark 1: We work with the L2-norm and assume Lebesgue integrability of en;t(u)
and fn;t(u) to ensure f(ln(Xt=bmn))+g satises a corresponding mixingale or NED prop-
erty. See Lemma B.1 in Appendix B, and see Section 5 for examples.
Remark 2: It is easy to show the L2-E-NED Assumption A.2 ensures the L2-E-
MIXL Assumption A.1 by an argument identical to Theorem 17.5 of Davidson (1994).
In order to prove uniform consistency and characterize the limit distribution of ̂ 1mn
we appeal to the concept of slow variation with remainder a la condition (SR1) of Goldie
and Smith (1987). See also Smith (1982), Haeusler and Teugels (1985) and Hsing (1991).
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Assumption B There exists a positive measurable function g on (0;1) such that for
any  > 0
(SR1) L(x)=L(x)  1 = O(g(x)) as x!1:
In particular, g has bounded increase: there exists 0 < D; z0 < 1 and   0 such
that g(z)=g(z)  D some for   1 and z  z0. We require mn, bmn and g
to satisfy
m1=2n g(bmn)! 0
Remark : Assumption B implies the ratemn!1must be made explicit depending
on Ft(x). For example, if Ft(x) = cx (1 + O(x )), ;  > 0; then m
1=2
n g(bmn) ! 0
only if mn = o(n2=(2+)). See Haeusler and Teugels (1985) for this and other examples,
and see, inter alia, Hall (1982), Cline (1983), Chan and Tran (1989), Caner (1998) and
Hill (2008a) for applications with this tail shape. Regularly varying tails with L(x) =
c(lnx), on the other hand, do not satisfy (SR1) but property (SR2) in Goldie and Smith
(1987), which leads to uncentered limit laws for ̂ 1mn (e.g. Haeusler and Teugels 1985,
Hsing 1991).
3.1 Weak Consistency for E-MIXL Arrays
Uniform consistency is delivered over a parametric class of Lipschitz continuous inter-



















Further, for some sequence of positive numbers fhng, hn = O(inf2mn()), 8; 0
2 
(5)
mn() mn(0)  hn    0 :
Remark : Monotonicity mn()=mn(
0)  1()   0 simplies proofs, and could
easily be replaced with mn()=mn(
0)  1 ()   0.
Dene tail arrays of Xt: for 1  t  n, n  1,





Imn;t(u) := I (Xt > bmne
u)  P (Xt > bmneu) , for any u 2 R:
The E-MIXL property su¢ ces for tail array strong laws.

















Lipschitz continuity and Lemma 1 imply uniform strong laws for f(ln(Xt=bmn))+; I(Xt
> bmne
u)g by arguments in Andrews (1992), and therefore weak uniform consistency for
̂ 1mn() by arguments in Hsing (1991).
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THEOREM 2
i: Under Assumption A.1 ̂ 1mn
p!  1 for any 1  mn < n, mn ! 1, and mn =
o(n):
Let Assumptions A.1, B and C hold :

















iii. Finally, sup2 j̂ 1mn()   
 1j p! 0.
Remark : Since E-NED su¢ ces for E-MIXL, Hills estimator is consistent for a truly
massive array of time series. See Examples 1-5 and Section 5.
There are notable limitations to Assumption C.
EXAMPLE 6: If Ft(x) = cx (1 + O(x )), ;  > 0, then mn()  n + n
satises (4) and (5) for any xed  2 (0; 2=(2 + )), where  2  = [0; 0] for any 0
2 (0;    2] and tiny  > 0. This follows since inf2mn()  n ! 1; and by the
mean-value-theorem jmn()   mn(0)j  n  ln(n)  j   0j = O(n)  j   0j.
EXAMPLE 7: For the same tail shape consider mn()  n for any xed  2
(0; 2=(2 + )), where  2  = [0; 1] for any 0 2 (0; 1). Then jmn()   mn(0)j 
nj  0j and inf2mn() = 0n hence (4) and (5) hold.
EXAMPLE 8: Theorem 2 does not cover mn()  n,  2 (0; 2=(2 + )), for
the same tail shape because Lipschitz continuity (5) with hn = O (inf2mn()) fails to
hold. Whether ̂ 1mn() is uniformly weakly consistent for such mn() is left for future
consideration.
3.2 Asymptotic Normality for E-NED Processes
Hsing (1991: Theorem 2.4) proves if the tail arrays fUmn;t; Imn;t(u)g in (6) have a





















in distribution to some random vector (Y1; Y2), L(x)=L(x) ! 1 as x ! 1 fast enough
and ln(X([m])=bmn)




 1 =) Y1   Y2:
In this spirit we characterize memory in fUmn;t; Imn;t(u)g under Assumption A2 and
deliver a key tail array central limit theory for L2-E-NED processes fXtg.


















(9) 2mn(!) = 
2









The following ensures 2mn(!) > 0 uniformly in n and ! 6= 0.
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is positive denite uniformly in n.
LEMMA 3 Let Assumption A.2 hold. For each !0! = 1, fTmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n )g is L2-NED
on f=n;tg with constants dn;t = O(m 1=2n (mn=n)1=r) uniformly over 1  t  n,
and coe¢ cients  n;qn = o((mn=n)
1=2 1=rq
 1=2
n ). Further fTmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n );=n;tg
forms an L2-mixingale array with coe¢ cients  qn = o(q
 1=2
n ) and constants cn;t =
Kn 1=2. Neither sequence of constantsfdn;tg and fcn;tg depend on !.
The L2-mixingale property of fTmn;t(!)g under Lemma 3 and a general central limit
theorem due to de Jong (1997: Lemma 1) ensure the following central limit theorem.



















Remark : Invoke the Cramér-Wold Theorem to deduce 1=m1=2n
Pn
t=1f(ln(Xt=bmn))+




t=1fI(Xt > bmneu) P (Xt > bmneu)g have Gaussian
distribution limits when fXtg is L2-E-NED on an F-mixing base ftg. See Hsing (1991,1993),
Drees (2002), Einmahl and Lin (2006) and Rootzén (2009) for related limit theory for tail
arrays of iid, mixing, and l-dependent processes fXtg, each of which covered under E-NED
(Section 5).
The Lemma 4 central limit theorem does not impose any restrictions on the slowly
varying component L(x) in (2). The following main result relies on slow variation with
remainder (SR1).




 1 =mn =) N (0; 1) ;














Umn;t    1Imn;t(u=m1=2n )
o!2! 0:
Remark 1: If fXtg is iid then limn!1 2mn = 
 2 (e.g. Hall 1982).






necessarily the variance since ̂ 1mn is in general biased (e.g. Hall 1982, Segers 2002).
Nevertheless, 2mn is proportional to the asymptotic variance under Assumptions A.2 and
B since by Theorem 5 and the Helly-Bray Theorem E[mn(̂
 1
mn   
 1)2=2mn ] ! 1.
4. KERNEL VARIANCE ESTIMATOR In general the parametric form of the
asymptotic variance limn!1 2mn may depend upon underlying memory and heterogeneity
properties and therefore model parameters (e.g. ARFIMA, regime switching, GARCH).
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Our next goal is a nonparametric estimator that side-steps such distributional issues, at
least for L2-E-NED data. We base our estimator on the following trivial expansion




















































































































where ws;t;n := w((s   t)=n) denotes a kernel function with bandwidth n ! 1 as n
! 1, w(0) = 1 and w(z) = w( z). de Jong and Davidsons (2000: Assumption 1) class
of kernels ensures
̂2mn > 0 a:s:,
and includes Bartlett, Parzen, Quadratic Spectral and Tukey-Hanning kernels. See, also,
Newey and West (1987), Gallant and White (1988), and Hansen (1992).
THEOREM 6 Let mn = o(n) and mn=n1=2 ! 1, and let ws;t;n satisfy Assumption
1 of de Jong and Davidson (2000) with bandwidth n ! 1 and n = o(n). In
particular n = o(mn=n
1=2) and 1=n
Pn
s;t=1 jwn;s;tj = O(n). Under Assumptions




Remark 1: The number of tail observationsmn must increase su¢ ciently fast to en-
sure the plug-insX(mn+1) and ̂
 1
mn that appear in every cross-product of (ln(Xt=X(mn+1)))+
  (mn=n)̂ 1mn in ̂
2
mn do not a¤ect the limit. The restriction mn=n
1=2 !1 implies some
tails characterized by Assumption B are not covered here, including F (x) = cx (1 +
O((lnx) )) because mn = o((lnn)2) is required (Haeusler and Teugels 1985).
Remark 2: As few as m2n pairs fXs; Xtg go into the construction of ̂2mn due to
the operator ()+. Thus, the bandwidth rate n ! 1, which regulates the number of
included cross-products in ̂2mn , must be restricted. The bound n = o(mn=n
1=2) implies
the largest bandwidth allowed is n  m
1=2 
n for innitessimal  > 0 because we then
require mn  n1  = o(n).
5. APPLICATIONS: L2-E-NED In this section we relate mixing and Lp-NED
properties to L2-E-NED, and characterize processes that have the L2-E-NED property.
In particular, we want to know when Assumption A.2 holds.
5.1 Mixing Implies L2-E-NED
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If =n;t is adapted to Xt or simply I(Xt > bmneu), then fXtg is trivially L2-E-NED on
f=n;tg with constants fn;t(u) = 0 and coe¢ cients  qn of any size since jjI(Xt > bmne
u)
  P (Xt > bmneuj=
t+qn
n;t qn)jjp = jjI(Xt > bmne
u)   I(Xt > bmneu)jjp = 0. For example,
suppose Xt is geometrically strong mixing, and En;t = Xt for t 2 f1; :::; ng. Then fXtg
is L2-E-NED on f=n;tg with arbitrary E-NED size and f=n;tg is induced by a strong
mixing array fEn;tg with arbitrary size due to geometric memory, so Assumption A.2 is
trivial. This covers nite dependent, mixing, absolutely regular and geometrically ergodic
processes like nonlinear AR-nonlinear GARCH with innovations that have a su¢ ciently
smooth density (An and Huang 1996, Carrasco and Chen 2002, Leibscher 2005, Meitz and
Saikkonen 2008). See Examples 1-3 in Section 2.
5.2 Lp-NED Implies L2-E-NED
By denition fXtg is Lp-NED on f=n;tg with size  > 0 if jjXt   E[Xtj=t+qn;t q]jjp
 dn;t#q for some constants dn;t  0, coe¢ cients #q = o(q ) where q 2 N (Gallant
and White 1988). The following composite result implies population Lp-NED implies
Ls-E-NED for any s > 0.
LEMMA 7 Assume Xt satises Assumption B.
i: Let fXtg be Lp-NED on f=n;tg, 0 < p < , with constants dn;t and coe¢ cients














If particular, if p =     for su¢ ciently tiny  > 0, supn1 sup1tn dn;t  K, 
 1=minf1; p=2g and fqng satises n=mn = o(qn) for some  > 0, then Assumption
A.2 is satised.
ii: Let fXtg be Lp-E-NED on f=n;tg, p > 0, with constants fn;t(u) and coe¢ cients
 qn of size  > 0. Then fXtg is Ls-E-NED on f=n;tg for any s R p with constants
fn;t(u)
 and coe¢ cients  qn of size ,  = p=maxfp; sg.
Remark : Boundedness dn;t  K applies to fXtg with bounded forms of time de-
pendence in the Lp-norm, like cyclical trend or stochastic breaks in variance when p = 2.
Processes fXtg with tail (2) and L(x) ! K include the popular class Ft(x) = cx (1 +
o(1)). Finally, any restriction on qn is irrelevant since the main results only exploit qn !
1.
The general class of nonlinear distributed lags in Example 4 satises Lemma 7.
LEMMA 8 Consider Xt =
P1
i=0 t;it i from Example 4. If En;t = [t i]
[qn=2]
i=0 for t =
1; :::; n and 0 otherwise, and n=mn = o(qn) for some  > 0, then Assumption A.2
is satised.
5.3 Non-NED and L2-E-NED
The fact that such a large class of Lp-NED processes have the L2-E-NED property sug-
gests it is safe simply to impose Lp-NED on fXtg. However, not all interesting processes
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are NED. Consider the following GARCH process
Xt = tt, t is iid and Lp-bounded, p > 0;(10)










t i, 0 > 0, at least one i; i > 0;




i lie outside unit circle;
and the Lyapunov exponent  < 03 . Class (10) has regularly varying tails of the form
P (jXtj > x) = cx (1 + o(1)); c > 0;  > 0 (Basrak et al 2002: Theorem 3.1). The root
condition implies





t i; 0 > 0, i  0, at least one i > 0:
Davidson (2004) shows fXtg is L1- or L2-NED on ftg if
P1
i=1 i < 1, which neglects
IGARCH and GARCH with explosive roots. The following result developed in Hill (2008c)
reveals many of these latter processes are, however, E-NED. See also Example 5 in Section
2.
LEMMA 9 Let Xt be generated by (10) with E[t] = 0 and E[2t ] = 1. Let 0  i  Ci
for some  2 (0; 1) and C 2 (0; 1=). Then fXtg is geometrically L2-E-NED on
f=n;tg where =n;t is induced by En;t = [t i][qn2]i=1 for t = 1; :::; n and 0 otherwise.
Remark 1: The bound i  C i easily allows
P1
i=1 i  1 covering integrated
and many explosive GARCH cases.
Remark 2: Since t is iid all parts of Assumption A.2 hold.
5.4 L2-E-NED - Direct Proofs
Despite knowing E-NED covers mixing, NED and certain non-NED processes, it is
instructive to demonstrate the property from rst principles. Assume throughout ftg is
a symmetrically distributed process where jtj has for each t tail (2) with index  > 0,
and En;t = [t i]
[qn=2]
i=0 for t = 1; :::; n and 0 otherwise.
EXAMPLE 9 (Linear Distributed Lags): Dene Xt :=
P1
i=1 it i, 0 = 1,




i <1, general cases being
similar. In the following we only require ftg to behave like an independent sequence in
the tails (cf. Feller 1971, Cline 1983, Hill 2008a).
LEMMA 10 Let ftg satisfy the convolution tail property P (
P1
i=0 ait i > x) 
P1
i=0 P (ait i
> x) for any deterministic sequence of real numbers faig,
P1
i=0 jaij < 1. Then
Xt has tail (2) with index . Further, fXtg is L2-E-NED on f=n;tg with constants
fn;t(u) = e
 u=2(mn=n)








1=2 2 (0; 1)
for any r  2.





t ; :::; 
2
t q+2]
0. It is easy to show Zt = AtZt 1 + Bt for some iid sequences fAt; Btg of k  k
matrices At and k-vectors Bt, k  1. The exponent  is dened by  = limn!1 n 1 ln jj unt=1 Atjjo,
where jjAjjo = supx2Rk;jxj=1 jAxj. If t in (10) is iid with zero mean and unit variance then  < 0 given
the remaining properties (Basrak et al 2002).
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Remark 1: Given the simple parametric structure ofXt, we do not require limx!1 L(x)
= K > 0 or n=mn = o(qn), contrary to Lemma 7.
Remark 2: Since t is geometrically strong mixing the F-mixing property with ar-
bitrary size is immediate, and sup1tn fn;t(u) = e
 u=2(mn=n)
1=2 is Lebesgue integrable
on R+. Further, the E-NED size is 1=2 as long as i decays su¢ ciently fast. This is trivial
for stationary ARMA since i ! 0 geometrically as i!1, and for ARFIMA(p; d; q) with




i < 1 and  qn =
O(q 1n ).
EXAMPLE 10 (Bilinear): Assume Xt = Xt 1t 1 + t; t is iid,  > 0, and
=2E[
=2




t ; where 
(0)






i=1 t i) has tail (2) with index =2: In





t which also satises (2)
with index =2. See Davis and Resnick (1996: Corollary 2.4).
LEMMA 11 fXtg is L2-E-NED on f=n;tg with constants fn;t(u) = e u=2(mn=n)1=2
and coe¢ cients  qn = o(q
 
n ) for any  > 0.
APPENDIX A: PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
The following proofs exploit Lemmas B.1-B.10 in Appendix B. Recall Umn;t = (ln(Xt=bmn))+
  E[(ln(Xt=bmn))+] and Imn;t(u) = I(Xt > bmneu)   P (Xt > bmneu), u  0.
Proof of Lemma 1. Under the maintained assumptions and Lemma B.1, fUmn;t;=n;tg
and fImn;t(u);=n;tg for all  in an arbitrary neighborhood of 1 form L2-mixingale ar-
rays with size 1=2 and constants fen;t; en;t(u)g = O((mn=n)1=2). Now dene an integer
sequence fan;tg,
an;t := t I(t 6= n) +mn  I(t = n); t = 1; 2; :::;
and note an;n = mn and an;t ! 1 as t ! 1 8n  1. For some nite K > 0 each ~en;t 2














a:s:! 0 by Davidsons (1994: Corollary
20.16) generalization of McLeishs (1975) strong law for L2-mixingales. The weak limit
ln(X([m])=bmn)
p! 0 then follows from arguments in Hsing (1991: p. 1551).
Proof of Theorem 2.
Claim (i): Weak consistency ̂ 1mn
p!  1 under Assumption A.1 follows from Lemma
1. See Theorem 2.2 of Hsing (1991).







p! 0 follow instantly from Theorem 3 of Andrews (1992),
cf. Davidson (1994: Theorem 21.10), given weak consistency Lemma 1 and Lemma B.3
Lipschitz properties.
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The argument for sup2 j ln(X(mn()+1)=bmn())j
p! 0 is similar to Hsings (1991: p.























We will show the rst term on the right hand side is o(1), the second term being similar.












































Now use sup2 j1=mn()
Pn
t=1 Imn();t(u)j
p! 0, e u=2 < 1, and inf2mn() ! 1
































Claim (iii): Consider sup2 j̂ 1mn()   
 1j p! 0 and dene




  ln (Xt=bmn)+ :
Consistency ̂ 1mn























p! 0 imply 1=mn
Pn
t=1Wmn;t
p! 0. Andrews(1992: Theorem 3) uniform law of large numbers and Lemma B.3 Lip-
schitz properties therefore imply sup2 j1=mn()
Pn
t=1Wmn();tj
p! 0. The proof now
follows from identity (11), the Claim (ii) uniform laws and inf2mn() ! 1 under





































!1Umn;t   !2 1Imn;t (u)

; !0! = 1:
Step 1 (NED): Under the maintained assumptions and Lemma B.1, fUmn;t; Imn;t(u)g
are L2-NED on f=n;tg with coe¢ cients  n;qn = (mn=n)




and constants ffn;t; fn;t(u)g that satisfy sup1tn fn;t =O((mn=n)1=r) and sup1tn supu0 fn;t(u)
= O((mn=n)
1=r). Use Minkowskis inequality and !0! = 1 to deduce fTmn;tg is L2-NED














uniformly in 1  t  n:
Step 2 (mixingale): Assume the base ftg is F-strong mixing with coe¢ cients "n;qn
= o((mn=n)q
 r=(r 2)
n ). Standard inequalities for mixing random variables carry over to
F-mixing, and distributed lags of F-mixing random variables are F-mixing (Lemma C.1).
Therefore Theorem 17.5 of Davidson (1994) applies: for some r > 2























Multiply and divide by n1=2 and re-arrange terms,
kTmn;t   E[Tmn;tj=n;t qn ]k2
 Kn 1=2  (n=mn)1=2 1=rmax
n











= cn;t   qn ;
say, where  qn = o(q
 1=2
n ) under Assumption A.2 and cn;t = Kn 1=2 given F-mixing and
E-NED rates.
Analogous arguments apply to the remaining mixingale inequality jjTmn;t   E[Tmn;tj=
t+qn
n; 1]jj2
 cn;t qn+1 (e.g. Davidson 1994: eq. 17.19), and to the F-uniform mixing case.
Remark : Notice jjTmn;t   E[Tmn;tj=n;t qn ]jj2  o(n 1=2q
 1=2
n ) requires the F-
mixing coe¢ cients to satisfy (n=mn)q
r=(r 2)
n "n;qn ! 0. In general, therefore, qn ! 1
must hold to ensure limn!1 "n;qn = 0 since n=mn ! 1. An obvious exception is "n;q =
0 uniformly in n and q (e.g. the base En;t is independent).
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Proof of Lemma 4. The proof exploits Lemma 3: fTmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n );=n;tg forms an
L2-mixingale array with coe¢ cients  qn = o(q
 1=2
n ) and constants cn;t = Kn 1=2. Note
























t=1 Tmn;t=mn(!) =) N(0; 1)): Write Tmn;t := Tmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n ). We will
show conditions (a)-(f) of de Jongs (1997) Lemma 1 central limit theorem hold, repli-
cated for reference in Lemma B.5. De Jongs argument exploits the following real-valued
sequences fkn; ln; rng and Bernstein blocks fZn;i; Ln;igrni=1:
kn=n! 0; kn = o(m1=4)n ), rn = [n=kn] where kn; rn !1 as n!1(13)




















Ln;i +Rn for some remainder Rn:
de Jongs (1997) construction rn = [n=kn], cf. Davidsons (1992), renders Rn = op(1). The
sequences kn and ln regulate the amount of information in and between the blocks Ln;i
and Zn;i in such a way that
Prn
i=1 Ln;i = op(1) is also asymptotically negligible. Finally,
under the stated conditions fZn;igrni=1 is be approximable by a martingale di¤erence array
which satises McLeishs (1974: Theorem 2.1) central limit theorem, cf. Lemma 1 of Jong
(1997). Note kn = o(m
1=4)
n ) is always possible and merely expedites the proof.
Dene a -subeld associated with the mixing functional En;t
~Fn;i := (fEn; :   ikng):





















kTmn;tk2  (n  rnkn)Kn
 1=2 = o(1):




















 1) = O(ln=kn) = o(1):
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Condition (c): Dene the index set
An;t =
(
t : t 2
rn[
i=1
[(i  1)kn + ln + 1; ikn]
)
:
Analogous to de Jongs (1997: A.7-A.12) argument, for t 2An;t it can be shown fE[Tmn;tj ~Fn;i 1];=n;tg
forms an L2-mixingale array with constants (i.e. de Jongs "index numbers") cn;t 

ln and





n ) for su¢ ciently tiny  > 0. Thus, by McLeishs
































= O(l n ) = o(1):
Condition (d): The argument here mimics the verication of condition (c).











































 11=2 = O(l =2n ) = o(1):







p! 1 by Lemma B.7.





n;iI(jWn;ij > ")] ! 0 for any " > 0. By the same reasoning as
condition (a) and the conditional Jensens inequality, 8r  1







































where the last line exploits kn = o(m
1=4)
n ) in (13).
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Step 2 (m1=2n ln(X(mn+1)=bmn)=mn(0; 1) =) N(0; 1)): Use Step 1 and a Cramér-










n )=mn(0; 1) =) N(0; 1)







n ))2 =O(1) by construction of 2mn(!1; !2)
in (9) and bound (12). It is straightforward to show (15) impliesm1=2n ln(X(mn+1)=bmn)=mn(0; 1)
=) N(0; 1) (Hsing 1991: Theorem 2.4).





























n ))2 and Tmn;t(!; u) = 1=m
1=2
n [!1Umn;t + !2
 1Imn;t(u)]. There-














































Z2  N(0; 1):
Now exploit the Theorem 2 assertion ln(X([m])=bmn)
p! 0 for all  in a neighborhood
of 1, (16) and (17), and arguments identical to Hsings (1991: p. 1553-1554) under tail



















Z2  N(0; 1):













and by Theorem 5 j2mn(1; 1)   
2
mn j
p! 0. The claim j̂2mn   
2
mn j
p! 0 now follows
from the triangular inequality.
Proof of Lemma 7.
Claim (i): Let fXtg be Lp-NED on f=n;tg. For any n > 0 to be dened below5
(18)




I (Xt > bmne






I (Xt > bmne




 Xt   E[Xtj=t+qnn;t qn ]  ni
+ E
h 
I (Xt > bmne




 Xt   E[Xtj=t+qnn;t qn ] > ni
 E [I (bmneu   n < Xt < bmneu + n)] + P




u   n)  Ft (bmneu + n)

+











The rst inequality is due to the conditional expectations minimizing the mean-squared-
error, and a trivial identity. The second follows from basic logic and a trivial inequality
that exploits the indicator function. The third follows from Markovs inequality, and the
fourth from Lp-NED where #qn = o(q
 
n ).
Dene # := supq1 #q 2 [0; 1) and put n = bmneu#1=2qn . Under Assumption B Ft (bmn)
= (mn=n)  (1 + o(1=m1=2n )) and Ft (bmnzn;t) = Ft (bmn) = a n;t  (1 + o(1=m
1=2
n )) for
any array of non-stochastic positive real numbers fan;tg, an;t  1 (cf. Hsing 1991: p.
1553). Therefore
Ft (bmne





























    (1 + #1=2qn )
 
i











 K maxfmn=n; b pmng  e
 up  1 + dpn;t #minfp;1g=2qn ;
where the second inequality exploits p < , and the rst follows from the mean-value-
theorem:
(1  #1=2qn )
    (1 + #1=2qn )
   2(1  #1=2)  1#1=2qn  K#
1=2
qn :
If limx!1 L(x) = K > 0 it is easy to show b pmn = K(mn=n)
p=  K(mn=n) from (3)
and p < . Together (18), (19) and #qn = o(q
 















Now suppose p =    , supn1 sup1tn dn;t  K, and   1=minf1; p=2g. Then the

















= fn;t(u)  qn
where sup1tn fn;t(u) = e
 up=2(mn=n)
1=2 is Lebesgue integrable on R+. As long as
n=mn = o(q









Claim (ii): See Hill (2008c).
Proof of Lemma 8. In lieu of Lemma 7 we need only prove fXtg is L -NED on
fFn;tg with size   1=minf1; p=2g and uniformly bounded constants dn;t  K. Recall
En;t = [t i]
[qn=2]






it is easy to show the strong mixing property implies t is
F-strong mixing size with r=(r   2), r > 2.
Recall  > 1, note supt2Z jjijj   K for tiny  > 0 by stationarity, and by construc-
tion =t+qnn;t qn = ( : maxf1  [qn=2]; t   qn   [qn=2]g    minft + qn; ng). Use ( :
  t   i)-measurability of t;i, supt2Z jt;ij  jij = O(i ) for some  > 1=minf1; p=2g
by the stipulations of Example 4, and Minkowsis and conditional Jensens inequalities to
deducext   E xtj=t+qnn;t qn   1X
i=[qn=2]
















for dn;t = K and   1=minf1; p=2g.
Proof of Lemma 9. See Hill (2008c).
Proof of Lemma 10.





i <1 to deduce as z ! 1








i P (t i > z) =
1X
i=0
i  z L (z) :












P (t i > bmn) = 1;






Step 2 (L2-E-NED): For notational clarity assume qn < t. A similar argument














































P  Xt > bmneu)j=t+qnn;t qn2   1  P  Xt > bmneuj=t+qnn;t qn2

P  Xt > bmneuj=t+qnn;t qn2 :
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Let t;a denote a random draw from the distribution governing
Pa
i=0 it i, a 2 N, and
note i  0 and t  0 a:s. 8t imply t;a  0 a:s. An argument similar to Step 1, and































 1 by Step 1, for every " > 0













i P (t i > bmn) = O(mn=n)
hence t;qn+[qn=2]=bmn
p! 0.








p! 1 by t;qn=bmn























































!1=29=; = fn;t(u)  qn ;
say, where sup1tn fn;t(u) = e
 u=2(mn=n)
1=2 is Lebesgue integrable on R+, and  qn 2
[0; 1].










t = t +
Xt is dominated by X

t  (2) with index =2 (cf. Davis and Resnick 1996), hence it
su¢ ces to demonstrate Xt satises Lemma 10. Since t is iid, straightforward general-
izations of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 of Davis and Resnick (1996) reveal P (j(j)t > x) 




> x). But this implies fj(j)t g1j=1 has the same tail behavior as some stochastic sequence
fj=2(Ejtj=2)j 1zt jg1j=1 where fzt jg1j=1 satises limx!1 P (zt j > x)=P (2t > x) =
1 for all j 2 N and the convolution tail property P (
P1
j=1 ajzt j > x) 
P1
j=1 P (ait i
> x) for any sequence of real numbers faig,
P1
i=0 jaij < 1. Therefore Xt satises the
conditions of Lemma 10.
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APPENDIX B: SUPPORTING LEMMAS B1-B10
Let  be any number in an arbitrary neighborhood of 1, and write Tmn;t := Tmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n ).
Lemmas B.1 and B.2 characterizes moment and memory properties of the tail arrays
fUmn;t; Imn;t(u)g, where Umn;t := (ln(Xt=bmn))+   E[[(ln(Xt=bmn))+] and Imn;t(u) :=
I(Xt > bmne
u)   P (Xt > bmneu), u  0.
LEMMA B.1
1. Under Assumption A.1 fUmn;t;=n;tg and fImn;t(u);=n;tg form L2-mixingale
arrays with common coe¢ cients 'qn and constants fe

n;t; en;t(u)g = O((mn=n)1=2)
where en;t = s10 en;t(u)du provided en;t(u) is Lebesgue integrable on R+.
2. Under Assumption A.2 fUmn;t; Imn;t(u)g are L2-NED on f=n;tg with common
coe¢ cients  n;qn = (mn=n)






1=2 1=rfn;t(u) and fn;t = K(n=mn)
1=2 1=r s10 fn;t(u)du provided fn;t(u)
is Lebesgue integrable on R+: In particular sup1tn fn;t and sup1tn supu0 fn;t(u)
are O((mn=n)1=r).












kUmn;tkr  Br <1
where Ar : R ! R+ is p-integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on R+ for








  ln (Xt=bmn)+ :
Lemmas B.3 and B.4 establish key Lipschitz properties and a decomposition for proving
̂ 1mn is uniformly consistent for 
 1.
LEMMA B.3 Dene m := inf2mn() and let Assumptions A.1 and B hold. For









̂ 1mng there exists a stochastic array fBn;tg that is not a function of  2  and
satises 1=m
Pn
t=1E[Bn;t] = O(1), such that jymn()   ymn(0)j  1=m
Pn
t=1Bn;t
 j   0j a:s: for all ; 0 2 .


















where o(1=m1=2n ) is deterministic.
LEMMA B.5 Let fXn;tg be a mean-zero stochastic array with n := jj
Pn
t=1Xn;tjj2 >
0 uniformly in n. Dene Zn;i :=
Pikn
t=(i 1)kn+ln+1Xn;t and
~Fn;i := (fEn; : 
 ikng) and let the sequences fln; kn; rng be as in (13). Then
Pn
t=1Xn;t=n =)






























p! 0 8 " > 0, where Wn;i := E[Zn;ij ~Fn;i]  
E[Zn;ij ~Fn;i 1]:
LEMMA B.6 If fTmn;t;=n;tg forms an L2-mixingale array with size 1=2 and constants
cn;t, sup1tn cn;t = O(n





















































LEMMA B.10 Under the conditions of Theorem 6 fm 1=2n Ymn;t;=n;tg forms an L2-
mixingale array with O(n 1=2)-constants and size 1=2.
Proof of Lemma B.1. We will prove the E-NED assertion, the E-MIXL proof be-
ing similar. Since fmng forms an intermediate order sequence, under Assumption A.2
fImn;t(u)g is by construction L2-NED on f=n;tg: jjImn;t(u)  E[Imn;t(u)j=
t+qn
n;t qn ]jj2




n;qn , say, where the claimed
properties of fn;t(u) and  

n;qn follow from Assumption A.2.
Now consider Umn;t, dene Pn;t(u) := I(Xt > bmne
u)   P (Xt > bmneuj=
t+qn
n;t qn),
invoke Assumption A.2 and let the E-NED constants fn;t(u) be Lebesgue integrable on
25
R+. ThenUmn;t   E[Umn;tj=t+qnn;t qn ]2
=























































  n;qn = f

n;t   n;qn ;
say. The second equality follows from the identity (ln(Xt=bm))+ = s10 I(Xt > bmneu)du,
and the Fubini-Tonelli Theorem: E[(ln(Xt=bmn))+j=
t+qn
n;t qn ] = E[s
1
0 I(Xt > bmne
u)duj=t+qnn;t qn ]
= s10 P (Xt > bmneuj=
t+qn
n;t qn). The fourth equality follows from the Fubini-Tonelli The-
orem. The rst inequality is Cauchy-Schwartzs. The last inequality follows from Step 1
and Lebesgue integrability of fn;t(u). The asserted properties of fn;t = s10 fn;t(u)du =
(n=mn)
1=2 1=r s10 fn;t(u)du follow from Assumption A.2.
Proof of Lemma B.2. Use (1)-(3) to deduce for any u 2 R, any  in an arbitrary




















P (Xt > bmn)
P (Xt > bmne
u)
P (Xt > bmn)
1=r
= 21=re u=r =: Ar(u) <1.







e up=rdu < 1 for any p > 0.


















Proof of Lemma B.3. Write mn = mn(), m0n = mn(
0), m = inf2mn(), m =
sup2mn(), and assume  > 
0 such that mn  m0n by convention. Using (1)-(3) it is
then easy to show bmn  bm0n as n ! 1. For the sake of notational convenience simply
assume bmn  bm0n .
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 = o(1=m1=2 )   0 :
Consider the rst term in (23), dene the index sets
An;1(mn;m
0




















































Use m  m0n  mn  m, bm  bmn  bm0n  bm and ln(bm0n=bmn) = O(1)  j  





























I (bm  Xt > bm) :
































since mn=m0n   1 = O (1)  j   0j by Lemma B.3.1.iv.
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I (bm  Xt > bm)
!

























Bn;t = K 
n





The proof is complete if we show 1=m
Pn
t=1E[Bn;t] = O(1). Use m
=m !  for
some nite   1 by Lemma B.3.1.v, and (1)-(3) to deduce 1m
nX
t=1





















































E jBn;tj = O(1):
Step 2 (W1;mn;t;W2;mn;t): The proof for W2;mn;t is simpler, hence omitted. Use the








































































































































































































By Lemma 1 ln(X(m0n)=bm0n)
p! 0, and under the maintained assumptions 1=mn
Pmn
j=1 ln(X(j)=bmn)
p!  1 by Theorem 2.2 of Hsing (1991). The remainder of the proof mimics Step 1.
LEMMA B.3.1 Let Assumptions A.1 and B hold, and consider any pair f  0g 2 .
i: j(n=m0n)E(lnXt=bm0n)+   (n=mn)E (lnXt=bmn)+ j = o(1=
p
m) j   0j.
ii. There exists a number (; 0) > 0 such that bmn=bm0n  (; 
0) 1=. Moreover,
ln(bmn=bm0n) = O(1)  j   
0j.







iv. jmn=m0n   1j = O (1)  j  0j:
v. There exists a nite number   1 such that m=m ! .
Proof. Write mn = mn(), m0n = mn(
0) and Imn;t = Imn;t(u=m
1=2
n ). Assume  > 0
such that m0n  mn as n ! 1. Using (1)-(3) it is easy to show bmn  bm0n as n ! 1.
For the sake of notational convenience simply assume m0n  mn and bmn  bm0n .
Claim i: Using Claim iii, Assumption B and arguments in Hsing (1991: p. 1554): nm0nE  lnXt=bm0n+   nmnE (lnXt=bmn)+

=












1=pm0n   1=pmn = o(1=pm)   0 :
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= 1 +O (1) (  0)! (; 0):
Use (1)-(3), Assumption B and mn()=mn(

























 (; 0) 1  P (Xt > bmn)
 P





bm0n  (; 
0)1=  bmn :
This proves the rst part of the claim.
















































 (1 + o(1)) :
where the last line follows from the mean-value-theorem, bm0n  bmn and m
=m !  





















n   1)  K(mn=m0n   1):
The second part of the claim now follows from Claim iv.
Claim iii: Lipschitz continuity and the mean-value-theorem imply there exists some ~mn
2 [mn;m0n] satisfying 1pmn   1pm0n








  0 = O (1=pm)   0 ;
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given hn= ~mn  hn=m = O(1):















  0 = O(1)   0 :














= 1 +O(1) j   j ! 
for some nite   1.


































































   1 = o(1=m1=2n );




























where Wt;mn := ln(Xt=bmn)  I(Xt > X(mn+1))   (ln(Xt/bmn))+.














n ) = u+ o(1)








































































Proof of Lemma B.5. See de Jong (1997: Lemma 1).
Proof of Lemma B.6. See de Jong (1997: Lemma 4).
Proof of Lemma B.7. The following arguments borrow heavily from de Jong (1997:








p! 0): Dene a function hK(x) and stochastic array
f ~Zn;ig as follows:
(28) hK(x) = xI (jxj  K) +KI (x > K) KI (x <  K) and ~Zn;i := hK=An(Zn;i)
where K  0 is arbitrary and fAng is a sequence of deterministic real numbers, An ! 1
as n ! 1 and An = o(m1=2n =kn), where kn = o(m1=4n ) from (13). For any p; s  1, 1=p































































n ) = o(1):
The rst inequality follows from (28), and the second, third and fourth are Hölders,
Markovs, and Minkowskis inequalities. The rst equality follows from the Lemma B.2



































First, note f ~Z2n;i   E[ ~Z2n;i]grni=1 is L2-NED with size 1=2 on the -sub-eld f ~Gn;ig dened
by the mixing functional
~Gi+qnn;i qn = (fEn;t : (i  qn   1)kn + ln + 1    (i+ qn)kng):







n ] for some tiny  > 0 which is always possible, and rn = [n=kn] in (13): ~Z2n;i   E[ ~Z2n;ij ~Gi+qnn;i qn ]2(29)
 2































 o(q 1=2n ) = o(r 1=2n ) o(q 1=2n ):
Now dene
~Fn;i :=  (fEn;t :   ikng) :
Then f ~Z2n;i, ~Fn;ig forms an L2-mixingale array with size 1=2 and constants cn;t = o(r
 1=2
n ).
If the base ftg is F-strong mixing with coe¢ cients "n;qn of size r=(r   2) thenE[ ~Z2n;i]  E h ~Z2n;ij ~Fn;i 2qni
2

 ~Z2n;i   E h ~Z2n;ij ~Gi+qnn;i qni2 + E hE h ~Z2n;ij ~Gi+qnn;i qni  E[ ~Z2n;i] j ~Fn;i 2qni2





























= o(r 1=2n ) o(q 1=2n ):
The rst inequality exploits ~Gi+qnn;i qn  ~Fn;i 2qn and arguments in Davidson (1994: (17.15)-
(17.16)). The second inequality follows from (29) and Ibragimovs (1962) inequality since
under Lemma C.1 ~Gi+qnn;i qn -measurable random variables are strong mixing with size r=(r
  2). The rst equality exploits Lemma B.2 and the F-mixing denition: ~Z2n;i
r


























The second equality follows from ln = [k
1=(1+2)
n ], rn = [n=kn], and kn = o(m
1=4
n ). A
similar argument holds for jj ~Z2n;i   E[ ~Z2n;ij ~Fn;i+2qn ]jj2 and in the F-uniform mixing case.
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Finally, apply McLeishs (1975) bound for L2-mixingales with size 1=2: E(
Prn
i=1f ~Z2n;i












p! 1): The limit follows from Step 1, the Assumption D
implication inf!0!=1 2mn(!) > 0 uniformly in n  1, the Lemma 3 mixingale property
of fTmn;t;=n;tg, and the Lemma B.6 limit for mixingales by mimicking arguments in de
Jong (1997: A.39-A.41).
Proof of Lemma B.8. Recall Ymn;t := Umn;t   (mn=n) ln(X(mn+1)=bmn), write wn;s;t
















































and decompose ̂2mn = ~
2




































We need only show kRnk1 = o(1).






















= O(m 1=2n ) and kBnk2 = O(m
1=2
n =n):
Similarly, Lemma 4 and the Lemma B.2 moment bounds imply














jwn;s;tj = o (nn=mn) = o(n1=2):










3=2) + o(1) +O(mn=n) +O(n
 1=2) = o(1):
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Proof of Lemma B.9. Write Imn;t := Imn;t(u=m
1=2




























2mn(1; 1)j = op (1).












JDs Assumption 1 holds by the statement of the lemma.
By Lemma B.10 fm 1=2n Ymn;t;=n;tg forms an L2-mixingale array with size 1=2 and
constants c2n;t = Kn
 1=2. Thus JDs Assumption 2 is satised6 .
Finally, JDs Assumption 3 is satised by nmax1tn c
2
n;t = o(1) given n = o(n).
This proves (34).









t=1 Imn;t and Bmn =
m
1=2
n ln(X(mn+1)=bmn). Arguments in Hsing (1991: p.1553) and the Helly-Bray theorem













E (Umn  Bmn)2   E (Umn   Imn)2
 2 kUmnk2 kBmn   Imnk2 +
E (Bmn)2   E (Imn)2 = O m1=2n g (bmn) = o(1):
Together, (34) and (35) imply j~2mn   
2
mn(1; 1)j = op(1) as claimed.
Proof of Lemma B.10. Without loss of generality assume the E-NED coe¢ cients
under Assumption A.2 are monotonically decreasing:  qn & 0.
Step 1 (L2NED): We rst prove fYmn;tg = fUmn;t   (mn=n) ln(X(mn+1)=bmn)g is
L2-NED on f=n;tg. Minkowskis inequality, the L2-NED property of fUmn;tg by Lemma
B.1, and monotonicity  qn & 0 imply for any displacement sequence fqng, 1  qn < n
6Equation (2.6) of de Jong and Davidson (2000) is only su¢ cient for the mixingale property to
hold, but not necessary. By the proof of Lemma A.10, below, fm 1=2n Ymn;tg is L2-NED on f=n;tg
with O((mn=n)1=r)-constants and o((mn=n)1=2 1=rq
 1=2
n )-coe¢ cients, and fm 1=2n Ymn;t;=n;tg forms
an L2-mixingale sequences with constants and coe¢ cients cn;t  qn = Kn
 1=2  o(q 1=2n ). With these
properties in hand, each of de Jong and Davidsons arguments that exploit their (2.6) go through.
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and qn ! 1,Ymn;t   E(Ymn;tj=t+n 1n;t n+1)2



































1=r) and  n;qn = (mn=n)






























Imn;s   E  Imn;sj=t+n 1n;t n+12 :
By construction =t+n 1n;t n+1 = =nn;1 for each t = 1:::n, hence =t+n 1n;t n+1 = =s+nn;s n for each s






 Imn;s   E  Imn;sj=t+n 1n;t n+12 = 1n
nX
s=1














n ) = O((mn=n)
1=r) under Assumption A.2. Therefore














= hn;t   n;qn ;




Step 2 (mixingale): If the base ftg is F-strong mixing with coe¢ cients "n then for
r > 2 and any fqng, 1  qn < n and qn ! 1, Step 1 and Theorem 17.5 of Davidson
(1995) imply













It is straightforward to apply Lemmas 4 and B.2 to deduce kYmn;tkr = O((mn=n)1=r) as
in (32).
Now use hn;t = O((mn=n)
1=r),  n;qn = o((mn=n)
1=2 1=rq
 1=2
n ); and the F-strong
mixing coe¢ cient properties to getm 1=2n (Ymn;t   E [Ymn;tj=n;t+n])
2
 Kn 1=2  o(q 1=2n ) = cn;t  qn ;
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say. A similar argument applies to the remaining mixingale inequality jjE[m 1=2n Ymn;t]  
E[m
 1=2
n Ymn;tj=n;t n]jj2  cn;t  qn+1 and to the F-uniform mixing case.
Appendix C: F-Mixing
The proof of Lemma 3 exploits Theorem 17.5 of Davidson (1994) in order to prove
fTmn;t;=n;tg forms a mixingale array. We therefore implicitly require lag functionals like
E[Tmn;tj=t+hnn;t hn ] for some sequence of integers fhng to be strong or uniform mixing, which
itself requires standard bounds for mixing processes.
For some sequence of positive integers fhng dene a zero-mean triangular array fY (hn)n;t g+1t= 1
as a lag functional of fEn;tg: for any measurable function f : R+ ! R+
Y
(hn)
n;t := f(En;t; :::; En;t+hn):
Assume hn < qn 8n  1 and hn = o(qn). Note hn ! 1 is implicitly allowed.
LEMMA C.1
i: If t is F-strong or F-uniform mixing with size  > 0, then Y
(hn)
n;t is strong or
uniform mixing with size .
ii. For r  p  1 and all 1  t  n,E hE Tmn;tj=t+hnn;t hn j=+1n;t qnip  6 "1=p 1=rn;qn kTmn;tkrE hE Tmn;tj=t+hnn;t hn j=t qnn; 1ip  2$1 1=rn;qn kTmn;tkr :
Proof.
Claim (i): We only consider the F-strong mixing case, a proof for F-uniform mixing
processes being similar. Dene
Htn;s(hn) := (Y
(hn)







jP (A \B)  P (A)P (B)j :
By construction












n"n;qn hn = (1  hn=qn)
   (n=mn) (qn   hn) "n;qn hn ! 0;
given hn=qn = o(1) and the F-mixing coe¢ cient rate.
Claim (ii): These proofs are identical to standard mixing inequality arguments in
Ibragimov (1962) and Sering (1968).
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APPENDIX D: SYMBOLS
The following table displays the most frequently used symbols and variables in order of
appearance, their denitions, and the section(s) in which they rst appear. If the symbol
or variable rst appears in a numbered equation, denition, etc., that information is also
given. Consult the rst appearance for a complete denition.
Symbol Denition Section §, (eq.), etc.
Ft(x); Ft(x) P (Xt  x) ; P (Xt > x) §1
L(x) slowly varying component in Ft(x) = x L(x) §1, (2)
X(i) sample order statistic: X(1)  X(2)      X(n) §1
fmng sequence of integers: mn !1, mn = o(n) §1
bmn threshold sequence: n=mnP (Xt > bmn)! 1 §2, (3)
fEn;tg stochastic triangular array, mixing functional of t §2.1, §2.2
f=n;tg triangular -array induced by fEn;tg §2.1
fqng sequence of displacements, qn !1, qn = o(n) §2.1
en;t(u); 'qn E-MIXL constants and coe¢ cients §2.1, Defn: E-MIXL
fn;t(u);  qn E-NED constants and coe¢ cients §2.1, Defn: E-NED
t E-NED base §2.2
Gt -eld induced by t §2.2
"n;qn ; $n;qn F-strong and F-uniform mixing coe¢ cients §2.2
g slow variation with remainder component of L(x) §3, Assumption B
fmn()g sequence of Lipschitz integer functions §3.1, (4)-(5)
hn O(inf2mn())-sequence for Lipschitz mn() §3.1, (5)





Imn;t (u) I (Xt > bmne

















dn;t L2-NED constants for fTmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n )g §3.2, Lemma 3
 n;qn L2-NED coe¢ cients for fTmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n )g §3.2, Lemma 3
cn;t L2-mixingale constants for fTmn;t(!; u=m
1=2








 12 §3.2, Theorem 5
w(js  tj=n) kernel function with bandwidth n, n !1 §4
en;t; en;t(u) L2-mixingale constants of fUmn;tg and fImn;t(u)g Proof Lemma 1
fn;t; f

n;t(u) L2-NED constants of fUmn;tg and fImn;t(u)g Proof Lemma 3
Tmn;t Tmn;t(!; u=m
1=2
n ) Proof Lemma 3





n ) Proof Lemma 4, (14)
~Fn;i (fEn; :   ikng), i = 1; :::; rn Proof Lemma 4
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